Lasting beauty and performance
without the need for painting
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The textures of natural
sand and stone
Recreate the casual elegance of a southern
European villa, the drama and colour of the
Americas, a sophisticated or deliberately rustic
aesthetic with high performance Coloured
Render by ROCKCOTE.
ROCKCOTE pure acrylic Coloured Renders offer a timeless and
beautiful quality that painted surfaces simply cannot achieve.
The advantage of ROCKCOTE Coloured Render is the depth of
colour permeates the entire render layer maintaining a rich, full
colour for exterior walls. With more than ten different products
available in an almost unlimited colour range, a ROCKCOTE
Coloured Render system can be tailored to your substrate and
desired aesthetics.

Protection for
your building
Coloured Renders by ROCKCOTE deliver a tough, flexible and
water resistant finish with long-term exterior protection, designed
for Australian conditions.
With the inclusion of powerful mould and fungus inhibitors and
up to 20 times thicker than a standard paint, our Coloured
Renders provide a distinctive and durable finish without the need
for painting.
Coating systems need to be able to accommodate minor
movement to prevent cracking and damage. Coloured Renders
by ROCKCOTE are highly flexible and with four times the crackbridging capability of standard exterior paint, help to mitigate
visible cracking on the exterior surface.

Why choose
Coloured
Renders by
ROCKCOTE?
››The integrated colour
permeates the
render layer making
scratches and damage
less noticeable
››Consistent, seamless
finish across the house
regardless of the
substrate (excluding
weatherboard)

FINECOTE

Classical, fine, rendered finish
Finecote is the smoothest, flattest and most
subtle rendered finish in the Coloured Render
Range. The fine texture is brought to life by
light-reflecting particles of pure silica contained
in the formulation.
Finecote is a popular finish for architecturally
designed homes and residences in opulent
urban areas where a sophisticated, timeless
look is sought.

In character controlled areas, Finecote can be
applied to emulate sandstone, delivering an
authentic heritage look. Joints can be ironed in to
create the appearance of large sandstone blocks.
Finecote excels in highlighting attention to detail
on the aesthetics such as crisp sharp corners,
rebates, and ornamental features such as
dados and facades.

››Add value and
street appeal
››No need to paint
About Finecote

››A more natural aesthetic
than painted finishes

TEXTURE: flat, fine, subtle

››Protect your substrate

WARRANTY: 10 year ROCKCOTE System Warranty available

USES: architecturally designed homes, heritage buildings, European inspired
architecture, interior features and columns
MAINTENANCE: Low maintenance due to closed texture
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SANDCOTE

QUICKSAND COARSE

Elegance with a natural sparkle
ROCKCOTE Sandcote is the ideal finish for
quality homes where the very best exterior
rendered finish is required.
With the smooth, natural look continually
sought for exteriors, Sandcote delivers an
elegant rendered finish that is equally at home
on a Balinese inspired beachside home or a
contemporary architecturally designed
urban masterpiece.
Sandcote is ideal for refurbishments to older
style brick homes offering a contemporary
rendered look that adds value.

A rustic, grainy texture with character
The product has been formulated to maximise
the shimmery effect of the sand with the
appearance of a slight sparkle evident in
different lighting conditions.
Our most popular render finish, Sandcote
offers a textured finish that is smooth to
the touch, with a greater sheen level than
Quicksand Coarse.

Due to the type of application and finishing
techniques, Quicksand Coarse delivers a more
consistent finish and is smoother to the touch
than Santini.

ROCKCOTE Quicksand Coarse is an affordable
choice for larger developments where a
superior performance and better looking
alternative to standard exterior paint is required.
Quicksand Coarse is an economical
system for homes, townhouses and large
property developments.

For added water repellency and superior
protection with a Sandcote look, ROCKCOTE
Sandcote HYDRATECH may be used.

About Sandcote
TEXTURE: smooth, sand texture
USES: Full exteriors, contemporary homes, projects where the very best
exterior finish is sought
WARRANTY: 10 year ROCKCOTE System Warranty available
MAINTENANCE: Low maintenance due to reasonably closed texture
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Quicksand Coarse has drama and character and
will appeal to anyone seeking a sharper, more
rustic exterior finish.

About Quicksand Coarse
TEXTURE: Rustic, coarse open finish
USES: Full exteriors, townhouses, large developments
WARRANTY: 10 year ROCKCOTE System Warranty available
MAINTENANCE: May require more periodic cleaning than a finer finish
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Exterior render systems that last
Coloured Renders by ROCKCOTE are designed
for use as part of a complete ROCKCOTE
System. Each component has been formulated
by ROCKCOTE to work optimally in Australian
conditions on Australian buildings. Our products
go great together resulting in a long-lasting
finish that effectively protects the substrate.
ROCKCOTE is able to tailor a specification
based on your needs that can then be
followed by the applicator. A ROCKCOTE
Specification is generally required in order to
achieve a full ROCKCOTE System Warranty
upon project completion.

SANTINI

Rugged, hand-crafted bagged finish
Drawing inspiration from traditional stucco,
ROCKCOTE Satini’s dense texture and higher
build delivers a more rugged look.

This versatile product can be used to achieve
a wide range of finishes through different
application techniques. Known for its heavy
bagged finish reminiscent of a Spanish villa,
Santini can be applied with a broom head,
brush or mitt.
Santini is ROCKCOTE’s coarsest Coloured
Render option, presenting a more open texture
than Sandcote or Finecote and more grainy to
the touch than Quicksand Coarse.

Rendering your home
Santini is suitable for entire homes, feature
walls in entertainment areas and retaining walls.
It can also be used as an economical option
for the sides and backs of houses where the
façade or alfresco area is finished in another
ROCKCOTE Coloured Render.
User friendly to apply, Santini is suitable for
DIY application with many creative finishes
achievable for a large range of project types
from retaining walls to outdoor kitchens.

About Santini
TEXTURE: Heavy, bagged finish
USES: Full exteriors, feature walls, outdoor entertainment areas, retaining walls
WARRANTY: 10 year ROCKCOTE System Warranty available
MAINTENANCE: May require more periodic cleaning than a finer finish
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Whether it’s a new build or a refurbishment on
an existing build, rendering your home is an
important investment.
ROCKCOTE is able to tailor a specification
to your needs that can then be followed by
the applicator. A ROCKCOTE Specification is
generally required to achieve a full ROCKCOTE
System Warranty. At the end of the project, the
builder should provide a ROCKCOTE Warranty
Certificate and Maintenance Guide.
For existing homes, ROCKCOTE can supply
a list of recommended applicators to quote
your job. The quote should list all the required
steps including preparation (pressure cleaning,
removal of downpipes etc.) and identify
whether the applicator or the homeowner
is responsible for those tasks. Obtaining a
specification is important to ensure the desired
finish is achieved.

Colours
Select your colour from any company’s colour
range and ROCKCOTE Coloured Render can
be tinted to match.

Note that some substrates and colours will
absorb more heat. Substrates such as FCS
and EPS have colour restrictions due to thermal
expansion and contraction caused by their
response to heat.

Enhancing your Coloured Render
Enhancing a ROCKCOTE Coloured Render
System is easy with optional clear sealers –
ROCKCOTE Clearcote or ROCKCOTE Repel.
Both products add water repellency and
improve resistance to mould and grime pick-up.
That means less maintenance and a longerlasting system.
ROCKCOTE Clearcote retains the natural
aesthetic of the finish while adding a little more
shine and protection.
ROCKCOTE Repel provides a near invisible
protective matt finish.
Both enhanced systems offer increased
ROCKCOTE Systems Warranties of up to 15
years total on some Colored Render Systems.
For the ultimate protection in extreme
conditions such as coastal homes, ROCKCOTE
Armour or Armour Flex membrane are the
ultimate performance finishes with exceptional
thickness and flexibility.

Maintaining a Coloured
Render system
Properly maintained, your ROCKCOTE
Coloured Render System will last well in
excess of its standard warranty period. The
surface needs to be kept clean and any minor
cracking addressed immediately to avoid water
ingress. For full details, see ROCKCOTE’s
Maintenance Guide.
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phone:

1300 736 668
head office: 18 Machinery Road, Yandina, QLD 4561
email: enquiries@rockcote.com.au
web: www.rockcote.com.au
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